Nature-based solutions that
promote healthy communities,
resilient infrastructure, and
ecological complexity.

Fernhill Wetlands natural wastewater treatment and reuse system – Gaston, OR

Since 1982, Biohabitats has been applying the
science of ecology to help public, private sector, and
non-profit clients address a wide range of challenges
by restoring ecosystems, conserving habitat, and
regenerating the natural systems that sustain all life on
Earth. Through a variety of ecologically based services,
we enhance the environmental, social, economic, and
cultural resilience of communities at every scale.
We believe that true sustainability is regenerative
and respects the complex networks in ecosystems,
community structure, and species interactions. Using a
whole systems framework and applying a living systems
approach, Biohabitats’ work is based on rigorous field
investigations, cutting-edge conservation strategies,
and tested ecological principles.

Areas of Focus:
ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
CONSERVATION PLANNING
INTEGRATED WATER STRATEGIES
URBAN ECOLOGY
DESIGN & BUILD
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

INTEGRATED WATER STRATEGIES

The recovery of a degraded ecosystem helps restore
the future. We know this because we helped pioneer
the practice and we’ve seen the results unfold through
the years. We put our storehouse of knowledge to
work for you, creating and constructing solutions that
are based on proven practices and principles, sound
science, and stakeholder input. We’ll help you protect
and restore both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems
that support life in your community and beyond.

The most desirable and resilient communities are
turning to nature-based, sustainable water systems that
go beyond infrastructure solutions to provide a key to a
thriving future. Whether you are working with a single
building or a community, new or existing developments,
Biohabitats can help you integrate the power of nature
to manage stormwater, capture and reuse rainwater,
and naturally treat and recycle wastewater.

CONSERVATION PLANNING

URBAN ECOLOGY

Creating vibrant parks, open space, trails, campuses,
neighborhoods, and cities goes hand-in-hand with
land and water protection and conservation. Widening
the lens and viewing your site within the context of
its watershed and ecology, Biohabitats can help you
identify and prioritize conservation issues, assess threats
to biodiversity, engage your community, and design
strategies for resilience in the face of a changing climate,
shifting demographics, and other pressing challenges.

Each piece of land and drop of water in a city can
support ecosystems that help communities be healthy,
connected, and resilient. We help you weave natural
systems and processes back into the urban fabric
by integrating landscape ecology in city planning,
capital improvement initiatives, and development
projects involving individual buildings, neighborhoods,
or entire districts.

Water Resources Engineer, Kevin Dahms, assessing an impoundment in Middletown, CT

Chatham University, Eden Hill campus natural wastewater treatment and reuse system – Pittsburgh, PA

DESIGN & BUILD

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Working with living, dynamic ecosystems requires deep
ecological knowledge, along with finesse, adaptability,
and unique design and construction methods.
Biohabitats provides it all, offering design-build and
general contracting services specifically for ecological
restoration, aquatic connectivity/fish passages, green
infrastructure, stormwater management, rainwater
harvesting, natural wastewater treatment, and water
reuse projects.

Nature has been innovating for 3.8 billion years.
Collaborate with a firm that draws on the wisdom
of nature and celebrates curiosity, knowledge, and
open source innovation. Biohabitats’ research and
development arm, Bioworks, is grounded in the disciplines
of engineering, land planning, and the biological, earth,
and social sciences. Join us in seeking out new solutions
that are resilient to shifts in climate and socioeconomics.

South Boulder Creek aquatic habitat design-build – Boulder, CO

Staff Expertise
WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERS
ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERS
ECOLOGISTS
FISHERIES ENGINEERS
BIOLOGISTS
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS
CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS
CADD & GIS TECHNICIANS

Our Roles
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT/ANALYSIS
PLANNING FACILITATION & COLLABORATION
SUSTAINABILITY/RESILIENCY STRATEGY
ECOLOGICAL DESIGN & ENGINEERING
RESTORATION & LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY
WATER CONSERVATION & REUSE
BIOPHILIC DESIGN

Everything in nature is connected.
So, too, are the disciplines of our practice. We have
purposefully built an interdisciplinary team of
practitioners who transcend the boundaries of their
respective fields. Combining ecological scientists and
designers not found among traditional engineering
firms, we can help you reduce procurement time,
enhance capacity, bridge gaps in knowledge, and
bring more innovation to your work.
Biohabitats consists of regional and international
experts in aquatic connectivity/fish passages,
watershed planning, resource management,
ecosystem understanding, green infrastructure,
climate resilience regenerative design, and
ecological restoration.
Our staff work from bioregional offices across the
United States on projects throughout North America
and the planet, including engagements in Canada and
Mexico, as well as Central America, South America,
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and the
South Pacific.

Biohabitats team member monitors soil at a wetland mitigation site - MD

We build capacity.

Opportunities / Benefits

Our team builds capacity of integrated design teams,
policy and decision makers, and community leaders.
We approach every engagement with an awareness
of equity and justice. Our training, consultancy, and
collaborations aspire to co-create inspirational goals
that meet realistic expectations.

INCREASE RESILIENCE
REDUCE RISK & VULNERABILITY
INCREASE WELLNESS & HEALING
ENHANCE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
TRACK ECOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE
EXPAND ADAPTATION CAPACITY
PROMOTE ECOLOGICAL DEMOCRACY
STRENGTHEN EQUITY & JUSTICE
SUPPORT ECONOMIC STABILITY

Biohabitats Northeast Highlands & Coastal Bioregion Team
Laura Wildman, PE is considered one of the foremost national experts on dam
removal and nature-like fishways. With over 30 years experience as a water
resource/fisheries engineer, Laura has been involved in hundreds of fish passage
and river restoration projects, from inception through design and construction.
An engaging and highly sought after speaker, she has delivered talks an
instructional courses all over the world on dam removal, fish passage, and river
processes/restoration. She has received a NOAA Leadership in Restoration
Award for dedication to fish passage engineering, and the Chief Polin Award for
her efforts to restore the Presumpscot River and rivers across the nation.
Kevin Dahms, PE is a water resources engineer whose interdisciplinary
background in engineering and environmental science led to a passion
for incorporating ecological design into stormwater management, urban
planning, and coastal resilience initiatives. Kevin applies this approach
to a variety of green infrastructure, low impact development, watershed
planning, hydrologic monitoring, and habitat restoration projects. He
is involved in phases of project implementation, including planning, site
investigation, survey, design, permitting, construction oversight, operations
and maintenance, and stakeholder engagement.
Suzanne R. Hoehne, CSE, is an ecological engineer with experience in the
hydrology, ecology, geomorphology and hydraulics of a variety of natural
systems including mountainous streams, glaciated watersheds, wetlands,
prairie streams, and natural fens. She has worked on a number of water
resources-related projects such as watershed-wide strategic plans, stream
restoration, dam removal, stormwater planning and design, and hydrologic
and hydraulic studies. She has field expertise in assessing streams and
watersheds for geomorphic condition, riparian habitat, water quality, and
land use patterns.
Miranda Lepek, EIT, has over five years of experience in environmental
consulting. She has assisted with the design of over 10 dam removal projects,
including dam inspection, design plan preparation, sediment a sampling and
analysis, construction sequencing, permitting and construction oversight in
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland, Ohio, New Jersey, New York, and
Pennsylvania. She has also designed and modeled stormwater management
systems. In addition to her design skills, Miranda brings field expertise in
sediment probing and sampling to determine quantity and characteristics of
impounded sediment.

High performance project experience

Previously a 155-acre golf course, Acacia Reservation is now a lush habitat reconnecting visitors to the natural landscape – Cleveland, OH

11 AIA COTE Top Ten awards including:
•
•
•
•

8 Living Building
Challenge (LBC)
+ 14 in design, construction,
or certification year,
including:

28 LEED Platinum
projects including:

Austin Central Library, Austin, TX: COTE 2020, LEED Platinum v3
J. Craig Venter, La Jolla, CA: COTE 2016
The Summit Village Treehouse, Fayette County, WV: COTE 2014
Sidwell Friends Middle School, Washington, DC: COTE 2006

• Kendeda Building for Innovative Sustainable Design,
Atlanta, GA: COTE 2021 / LBC 3.0 certified
• Eden Hall Campus Classroom Building, Pittsburgh, PA: COTE 2017 / LBC Certified
• Brock Environmental Center, Pleasure Point, VA: COTE 2017 / LBC 2.0 certified
• Dixon Water Foundation, Dixon, TX: COTE 2016 / LBC 2.0 certified
• Bullitt Center, Seattle, WA: COTE 2015 / LBC 2.0 certified
• Omega Center for Sustainable Living, Rhinebeck, NY: COTE 2010 / LBC certified
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loom House, Bainbridge Island, WA: LBC 4.0 certified
Environmental Center at Hard Bargain Farm, Accokeek, MD: LBC 2.0 certified
Willow School Health & Wellness Center, Gladstone, NJ: LBC 2.0 certified
PAE Living Building, Portland, OR: LBC 4.0 in certification
Aegis Lake-Union Senior Housing, Seattle, WA: under construction
Yellowstone Youth Center, Gardiner, WY: LBC 2.0 in design

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nike Northwoods, Portland, OR: LEED Platinum v3
Rancho Verde (Affordable Housing), Ventura, CA: LEED for Homes Platinum
West Hawaii Campus, North Kona, HI: LEED Platinum v3
Astor Tower, Portland, OR: LEED Platinum v3
Cedar Springs Apartments, Los Angeles, CA: LEED Platinum v2.1
Tempe Transit Center, Tempe, AZ: LEED Platinum v2.1

Select Projects

Crow Point Forested Floodplain Restoration
Through the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s
(NRCS) Wetlands Reserve Easement Grant program,
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and the NRCS are
partnering to protect and restore a 330-acre property
along the Connecticut River known as Crow Point.
Owned by Goodwin College, the site consists of
agricultural land, fragmented forest, wetlands, and a
man-made cove.
Crow Point’s hydrology and ecology have been
significantly disturbed by human impacts and invasive
species. The low-lying site is also prone to flooding
during large storms. TNC is facilitating the easement
transaction, and to establish the rationale and
approach for restoring floodplains at the site, they
turned to Biohabitats. Biohabitats began by reviewing

background information, including a restoration outline
developed by a TNC floodplain ecologist.
Biohabitats then conducted a field investigation and
prepared a 2-dimensional hydrodynamic model to
characterize the hydraulic conditions and the potential
for hydrological enhancement. Biohabitats is using the
model to assess the impact of the proposed restoration
measures and develop concepts to restore floodplain
hydrology and ecological function.
Possible interventions include removing or lowering
of haul roads, grading of vernal pools, developing
hummocks and hollows, and creating marsh fringe.
To inform decision-making, Biohabitats is preparing
preliminary cost estimates and project timelines for the
alternative approaches. The selected concept will be
developed into a full restoration plan.

Highland Pond Dam Removal
Middletown, CT

Biohabitats worked with the Middlesex Land Trust to
remove the Highland Pond Dam, restore fish passage,
and enhance ecological function along the Sawmill
Brook corridor. Biohabitats crafted a design and
managed permitting to restore the functional attributes
of the riparian and stream corridor while maintain as
much wetland value and complexity as possible, relying
on a mixture of engineered and passive processes. The
design, which integrates theories of Stage 0 restoration,
explored and compared the use of beaver dam analog
structures and stone riffle features to help sustain some
wetland function, add habitat complexity, and stabilize
a portion of the impounded sediment on site.

Sliver by the River Green Infrastructure
Bridgeport, CT

Biohabitats helped the Trust for Public Land and the
City of Bridgeport evaluate types of green infrastructure
that could be used to improve water quality, habitat,
waterfront access, and resilience to sea level rise and
coastal flooding at a vacant lot along the mouth of the
Pequonnock River that was identified as having potential
to transform the riverfront and catalyze economic
growth. Biohabitats examined the feasibility and
potential benefits of living shorelines, floating wetlands,
green bulkheads, stormwater treatment wetlands,
bioretention, permeable pavement, restoration of wet
meadow, marsh, and riparian forest, tidal swales, and
integration of nature-inspired elements into existing
riprap and concrete. Biohabitats’ findings are informing
the broader participatory planning and design process.

Davis Branch Stream Restoration
Columbia, MD

Davis Branch, a stream that flows through Howard
County Conservancy property, had become severely
eroded by historic unsustainable land management
practices and manipulated hydrology as a result of
development in its upstream watershed. Biohabitats
developed a design to restore aquatic function to the
stream, taking advantage of the unique rural character
and minimal constraints within the stream’s riparian
corridor. The design establishes ecologically meaningful
reconnection between the restored stream and adjacent
floodplain surface. The restored stream and floodplain
system provide enhanced terrestrial and aquatic habitat
variability, enhancing the diversity of the site’s floral
and faunal communities. The restoration also creates
new opportunities for the Conservancy’s education and
outreach programs.

Naval Weapons Station Earle (NWSE)
Nature-Based Coastal Community Protection,
Leonardo, NJ

Biohabitats was contracted by NY/NJ Baykeeper to first
assist in 2016 with a one-of-a-kind design of a 0.91-acre
nearshore oyster reef at NWSE. Recently, Biohabitats
assisted with an innovative living shoreline design that
includes 3,200 LF of near-shore and shoreline coastal
protection features and the restoration of open water
and tidal marsh. Design features include oyster castles,
marsh fringe restoration, and planting of native salt
marsh and beach grass. The overall goal is to stabilize
the shoreline along NWSE and protect surrounding
community assets while enhancing coastal habitat.
Once complete the project will serve as a model for
other nature-based coastal resilience projects in Sandy
Hook Bay and at coastal military bases.

Beaver Creek Restoration, Munson
Township, OH

Credit: David Ike Photography

Previously channelized to accommodate agriculture,
the eroding Beaver Creek had become disconnected
from its floodplain. Biohabitats developed a design to
restore stability, ecological function, and floodplain
connectivity to the stream while reestablishing its
riparian corridor and improving habitat throughout.
The design created a new channel, which included
recontoured sections of the old channel and
incorporated a series of interconnected oxbow
wetlands, and created vernal pools using large woody
debris to construct basking logs, standing snags, brush
piles, root wads, and other habitat features. Submerged
aquatic vegetation was mapped and preserved in the
old channel and was transplanted to provide instream
habitat and nutrient uptake in the new channel.

Flushing Creek Green Infrastructure Retrofit,
Queens, NY

Flushing Creek had become heavily channelized, with
hardened shorelines and limited access to the water.
Biohabitats was contracted to conduct an assessment
to identify project constraints, evaluate infrastructure,
and develop design alternatives. The site analysis
insights related to Flushing Creek, including the
site’s soils, stormwater, drainage infrastructure, local
ecological benchmarks, and tidal and hydrodynamic
assessments. The team developed and explored four
innovative green infrastructure retrofit alternatives,
examining permitting requirements, constructibility, site
suitability, operations and maintenance requirements,
and replicability. Biohabitats assessed each alternative
and, through community engagement, selected a living
shoreline as the preferred alternative, and prepared a
concept design for the living shoreline.

A MISSION-DRIVEN PARTNER

WALKING THE TALK OF SUSTAINABILITY

We believe business should be a force for good.
Driven by our mission to restore the earth and inspire
ecological stewardship, we are more concerned with
uplifting ecology than our own profits. Working with
us means you can trust that you are getting honest
collaboration, fair pricing, and a team that is as
invested in the outcome of your project as you are.

You can take comfort knowing that our mission
permeates not only the work we do but the way we run
our business. Behind every one of our projects operational
decisions is the intention to respect Earth’s ecological
limit, heal damaged ecological processes, and catalyze
mutually beneficial relationships among the land and all
forms of life.

LASTING SOLUTIONS WITH
STACKED BENEFITS
Nature-based solutions do more than solve problems.
They provide ecological services, like cleaning the air
and water. They enhance educational, recreational,
social, cultural, and economic resources. Best of all, they
build upon themselves, and as they do, they continue to
perform functions that support all forms of life. Achieve
your goals and then some with a firm that sees the
social and ecological context of your work, including
the causes of problems and the ripple effect of lasting,
ecologically-based solutions.

Pier 26 Estuarium – New York, NY

Certified B Corporations use their business to build a more inclusive and sustainable economy. To see Biohabitats’
standards of social and environmental
performance, transparency, and accountability go to https://bcorporation.
net/directory/biohabitats-inc.
1% for the Planet is a global network
contributing to a healthy planet.
Biohabitats donates 1% of our sales to
environmental nonprofits. To see our
donations at work to save the planet
visit https://www.onepercentfortheplanet.org/issues.

Restore The Earth &
Inspire Ecological Stewardship

Laura Wildman, PE
122A Naubuc Avenue, Suite 101
Glastonbury, CT 06032
lwildman@biohabitats.com 860.713.1512

We’re ready to collaborate when you are.
| biohabitats.com

